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Abstract
This proposal describes a project for rendering photorealistic models of plants supporting
advanced lighting effects:  global illumination, color bleeding, and subsurface scattering.  We can
achieve low-noise renderings of complex plant models by applying a photon mapping algorithm,
whose computational requirements are much lower than pure Monte Carlo techniques.  Applying
the photon mapping process to models generated with the cpfg modeling language will allow us
to build complex plant models exhibiting better light interactions and softer, more organic
surfaces.

1  Introduction
The photorealisitic rendering of plants and plant structures adds greatly to the beauty of a natural
scene.  Light interaction with the plant surfaces plays an important role in defining the shades and
textures that we associate with the real world.  Ray tracers, because of their physics-based
attempts to simulate light transport and interaction with surfaces in a scene, are commonly
employed for generating realistic looking images, including renderings of plants.

Since the inception of ray tracing by Whitted in 1980 (Jensen, 2001, p. 34), ray tracers have
evolved in their complexity to allow for more advanced lighting effects such as global
illumination and caustics.  The advent of radiosity allowed finite element techniques to be
incorporated into ray tracing, requiring the scene or model to be divided into patches whose
contribution to the overall lighting are individually calculated.  For complex geometrical models
such as plants, however, the large number of patches required to cover highly curved surfaces
results in inefficient computational time requirements.  The subsequent development of Monte
Carlo methods combined with bi-directional path tracing techniques (whereby rays are sent out
both from light sources and from the camera) enabled generation of scenes with arbitrarily
complex geometry (Jensen, 2001, p. 52).  Monte Carlo ray tracing simulates the emission of rays
from a light source by selecting random rays and tracing them into the scene with the intention of
estimating the radiance values at the intersection points.  The major drawback is image noise
generated from the varying estimations, especially when indirect illumination changes greatly, a
common occurrence in plants with multiple leaves and branches that project complex shadows.
We can reduce the noise by increasing the number of random rays into the scene, but the standard
error for Monte Carlo integration is 1/√N, where N is the number of ray samples (Jensen, 2001, p.

154).  In other words, to reduce the noise twofold, we need to quadruple the number of samples, a
computationally costly solution.

Another limitation of most current ray tracers lies in their light scattering model.  The de facto
method of determining light reflection at a surface is the bi-directional reflectance distribution
function, or BRDF, which describes the ratio between reflected radiance and irradiance.  The
BRDF assumes that light striking a surface at a point will reflect from the same point.  In the
organic tissues of leaves, however, a light ray may enter the surface and scatter several times
before remerging at a different point.  This behavior is summarized by the bi-directional surface
scattering reflectance distribution function, or BSSRDF, which is more costly to compute than the
BRDF and is therefore less commonly used.  Unfortunately, BRDF cannot capture the softer,
organic surface appearance resulting from subsurface light scattering.

Our present goal is to produce ray traced plant renderings that raise the bar on photorealism by
supporting global illumination and color bleeding.  At the same time, we wish to allow for
arbitrarily complex geometry and shading of the plant model without producing excessive image
noise and while keeping computational requirements reasonably low.  It would also be
worthwhile to attempt subsurface scattering to give leaves and petals a softer appearance.
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2  Existing Research and Tools
The limitations of pure Monte Carlo ray tracing techniques have been addressed through the
development of the photon mapping algorithm, which is applied as an initial pass prior to actual
rendering (Jensen, 2001, p. 52).  The idea is to generate photons from all the light sources and
follow them through the scene, storing them in a photon map when they collide with a surface,
and possibly generating newly reflected photons with a lower energy.  In the end, the photon map
represents the incoming flux density for all the surfaces.  During the rendering pass, rays from the
camera sample the surfaces and determine the irradiance values for the intersection points from
the photon map.

In order to make photon mapping effective, several considerations must be taken into account:

• Decoupling photon map from geometry:  The photon map must be decoupled from the
geometry of the scene in order to handle arbitrarily complex models (Jensen &
Marschner, 2001). We can visualize the photon map as a two dimensional grid consisting
of density values that are not associated with the actual surfaces in the scene.  (In reality,
the data structure for a photon map is a kd-tree, not an array, which makes it efficient to
determine neighboring photon hits and compute the flux density value for a region.)

• Reducing computational requirements for photons:  For the purposes of cutting down
the number of photons that we need to trace, we make use of rejection sampling (a type
of Monte Carlo method) to determine random directions for emitting photons from the
light source.  When a photon hits a surface, a Russian roulette algorithm decides whether
the photon should be reflected or not (Jensen, 2001, p. 61).  In real life, when photons hit
a surface with reflectivity 0.5, these photons will be reflected with half the power.
Russian roulette allows us to reflect half the incoming photons with full power, resulting
in the same amount of reflected energy, but requiring only half the computation.  As well,
the photon map stores photons only when they hit diffuse (as opposed to specular)
surfaces, since the strength of photon mapping lies in computing global illumination.
Specular reflections are best captured during the rendering pass when rays are emitted
from the camera viewpoint.

• Kernel density estimation techniques:  Because of the randomly chosen directions for
emitted photons from light sources, not all areas of the photon map may receive photon
hits.  In order to determine the irradiance value for a point in the image, we apply a kernel
density estimation technique to the photon map that averages the photon energies inside a
circular region (Jensen, 2001, p. 76).  As mentioned earlier, a kd-tree representation of
the photon map makes it easy to find the neighboring photons. The benefit of kernel
density estimation is that any noise is smoothed out, providing enough photons are
emitted into the map.

Currently a new rendering package, Dali, is under development by Dr. Henrik Wann Jensen at
Stanford University.  Jensen has implemented all the techniques listed above, and as a result Dali
enables rendering of arbitrarily complex objects with virtually no noise in the image, requiring a
fraction of the computational costs of traditional Monte Carlo ray tracing methods.

In addition, Dali supports volume photon maps, which record photon hits within objects.  Emitted
photons may enter a material and scatter until they exit or become absorbed.  If absorbed, the
volume photon map receives a hit.  During the rendering pass, any rays transmitted through the
material undergo a ray marching algorithm, whereby irradiance contributions from the photons
are recorded at discrete steps.  In this way, Dali offers support for subsurface scattering and
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BSSRDF calculations.  Taken together, these advantages target Dali as an excellent tool for the
realistic rendering of plants.

Plant specimens can be modeled with vLab software, developed by the Graphics Jungle research
lab at the University of Calgary.  vLab assists in the visual development of generative algorithms
based on the cpfg language.  Sets of productions describe the geometry of a plant model by
guiding a cursor, or “turtle”, through three-dimensional space and specifying the type of
generalized cylinder or contour (corresponding to the current plant organ) to be drawn.  Through
the application of self-symmetry (repetitive or recursive structural patterns) and randomization
techniques, it is possible to rapidly model complex-appearing structures using cpfg.

3  Research Work to Complete
In order to produce efficient renderings of plants with global illumination, color bleeding, and
subsurface scattering, it would be beneficial to make use of Dali, which already has these
illumination effects implemented and provides the advantages of photon mapping techniques.  I
will make use of vLab and its cpfg-modeling language to model the plants.

Because vLab does not support the Dali input file format, I will have to build a Dali plug-in
module for cpfg.  The plug-in must implement a set of functions declared in the
turtleDrawDispatcher structure (see Figure 1).  These functions describe drawing commands for
various geometric constructions and execute whenever a drawing event is sent by cpfg.
Implementation will involve writing the appropriate Dali commands for drawing primitives (in
the case of simple objects such as spheres for seeds) or triangle meshes (in the case of bezier
surfaces for leaves or generalized cylinders for branches) .  For the latter, I will have to calculate
vertex points, normals, and texture coordinates.  The drawparam and viewparam parameters
provide information on the location of the drawing cursor and current material settings.

struct turtleDrawDispatcher {
   int  (* Setup)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* StartNode)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *, length , symbol );
   void (* EndNode)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *, char  symbol );
   void (* StartBranch)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* EndBranch)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* StartPolygon)(POLYGON*, TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* EndPolygon)(POLYGON*, TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* SetColour)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* SetLineWidth)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* Circle2D)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *, float radius );
   void (* Circle3D)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *, float radius );
   void (* Sphere)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *, float diameter );
   void (* BlackBox)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *,
        StringModule*  module , StringModule*  submodule );
   void (* PredefinedSurface)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *, char  id , double  scale );
   void (* LdefinedSurface)(StringModule*, TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* Label)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *,  char*, int, float);
   void (* FinishUp)(TURTLE*, DRAWPARAM *, VIEWPARAM *);
   void (* RenderTriangle)(float *, float *, float *, DRAWPARAM *);
   int  (* StartTexture)(int );
   void (* EndTexture)(int );
   void (* StartTmesh)(void);
   void (* TmeshVertex)(const float *, DRAWPARAM *);
   void (* EndTmesh)(void);
};

Figure 1: Drawing Events for Cpfg
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Because the plant structures generated by cpfg consist of surfaces, Dali will be unable to generate
subsurface scattering of light because the volume photon map depends on photon hits within a
volume.  There are two possible solutions.  First, triangle meshes could be rendered with
volumetric triangle patches rather than triangle surfaces.  At present Dali is unable to generate
volumetric triangle patches, so this functionality would have to be added by Dr. Jensen or myself.
Second, we could attempt a BRDF approximation of the BSSRDF with some modifications for
thin surfaces.  We could offset reflected and transmitted rays from the initial intersection point to
simulate subsurface scattering.  This would require writing a new shader module for Dali making
use of Dali’s shader interface.  Deciding on the best solution will require further discussion with
Dr. Jensen and Dr. Prusinkiewicz.

The final plant renderings should be able to showcase the advanced illumination effects made
possible by photon mapping.  Modeling very leafy plants such as aspen trees would allow us to
view the results of global illumination as light reflects off the many leaf surfaces.  To explore the
effects of color bleeding, we could model multi-colored flower heads such as aster or fleabane.
Subsurface scattering could be evaluated by positioning a bright light source behind fern leaves
and observing the transmission of light through the surfaces.

4  Schedule
The Gantt chart provides a visual overview of the major milestones for successfully completing
this project (see Figure 2).  I have already begun with research into photon mapping and
subsurface scattering during the past two weeks.  On October 12 I received the Dali rendering
package from Dr. Jensen and have since familiarized myself with the input file syntax.  I also
obtained source code for cpfg from Dr. Prusinkiewicz.  After discussions with Radek Karwowski
on the workings of cpfg I have begun coding the Dali module to produce readable input files for
rendering.  Currently the module is capable of writing out camera settings, lighting, and simple
primitives.  This week I will begin constructing generalized cylinders for leaves and branch
structures.

5  Conclusion
Proper lighting models are extremely important for photorealistic rendering of plants.  Not only
do we desire a model that supports lighting effects such as global illumination, color bleeding,
and subsurface scattering, but we require that it produces images of arbitrarily complex plant
models with minimal noise.  Photon mapping provides us with a robust solution that is
computationally efficient.  Application of this technique to plant models could lead to some of the
most realistic plant renderings to date.
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